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Plain strain deformation trials were carried out on samples of pipeline steels at 1473 K,
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1673 K and 1723 K, respectively. The deformation of inclusions in the solid steel at different
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temperatures and in the semi-solid steel was studied. The composition of inclusions
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changed from 60.62%Al2O3e16.10%CaOe10.27%MgOe13.01%CaS before deformation to
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e21.76%CaS,
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deforming temperatures of 1473 K, 1673 K and 1723 K. While the average aspect ratio of

Inclusion transformation

inclusions increased from 1.28 to 2.23, 1.32, and 1.35, respectively. Thermodynamic cal-

Semi-solid rolling

culations performed by FactSage 7.0 verified the composition transformation from CaO to

Pipeline steel

CaS during the solidification and cooling process of the steel. A kinetic model was used to

Thermodynamics

calculate the dynamic transformation of the inclusion composition at compression tem-

Kinetics

peratures. The inclusion transformation ratio from CaO to CaS increased from 38.28% at

60.59%Al2O3e13.03%CaOe12.74%MgOe13.63%CaS,
and

59.69%Al2O3e7.04%CaOe11.51%MgO

68.26%Al2O3e22.56%CaOe6.68%MgOe2.5%CaS

with

corresponding

1473 K to 50.50% at 1673 K. For the deformation in the solid steel at the temperature below
1673 K, the thickness of the hard phase CaS increased with the soaking temperature, while
the hardness of the steel matrix decreased. The larger hardness difference between inclusions and the steel matrix led to a higher aspect ratio of inclusions after deformation.
For the deformation in the semi-solid steel, the small difference of hardness between the
soft inclusion phase and the soft steel matrix resulted in a low aspect ratio of inclusions in
the semi-solid steel after deformation.
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1.

Introduction

The existence of non-metallic inclusions in steels is inevitable. Many defects in rolled products are caused by the inclusion deformation. The rolling temperature has a striking
effect on the inclusion deformation through properties of inclusions and the steel matrix, such as relative plasticity of
inclusions [1,2]. Properties of inclusions, such as hardness,
size, distribution, and chemical compositions are key factors
of the inclusion deformation. The relationship between the
relative plasticity of inclusion and the inclusion hardness has
been obtained from the measurement of inclusion and matrix
hardness at different temperatures for a number of real and
artificial inclusion systems [1]. The relative plasticity of inclusion was related to the ratio of inclusion hardness to steel
hardness. Statistical analysis showed that the Young’s
modulus exhibited a good linear correlation with Vickers
hardness at low temperature [3], which was used to evaluate
the low-temperature deformability of inclusions. However,
there was no relationship between the high-temperature
deformation and the low-temperature Young’s modulus of
inclusions [4]. It was reported that the inclusion deformability
increased with inclusion size under certain conditions of
temperature and reduction [5]. Finite element simulation on
deformation behavior of inclusions in stainless steel strips
agreed well with the experimental data, indicating that as the
inclusion size increased, the inclusion plasticity gradually
increased [6]. The inclusion deformation was also influenced
by the inclusion distribution as the stress and thermal field of
rolling piece varied with positions. Simulations on the deformation behavior of inclusions in different positions of steel
strips showed the deformation of inclusions decreased with
an increase in the distance between the inclusion and the
strip surface [7]. Deformation properties could be estimated by
the inclusion composition. For instance, MnS inclusions were
plastically deformable during the hot rolling process in the
formation of stringers. On the contrary, Al2O3 inclusions were
broken into pieces under a large reduction. For SieMn killed
steels, the deformation of inclusions was effectively improved
by the lower melting temperature during hot rolling, while the
target of inclusions under cold-drawing was SiO2-rich ones
with low Young’s modulus [4,8]. For small size inclusions in
Al-killed Ca-treated steel plates, calcium aluminate inclusions, with low melting temperature, were elongated during the hot rolling process, even if they were covered by a CaS
layer, while low modified inclusions were difficult to be
deformed. For large size inclusions in Al-killed Ca-treated
steel plates, calcium aluminate inclusions were continuously
deformed during hot rolling, while inclusions containing CaS
and spinel were broken into pieces [9e11]. It is worth
mentioning that inclusions transform continuously during
the whole process of casting, heating, and rolling [12,13]. The
transformation of inclusions during heat treatment has been

Fig. 1 e Device layout.
widely studied in recent years [14e18]. However, the effect of
inclusion transformation on inclusion deformation during the
rolling process has rarely been investigated.
In the current study, inclusion deformation during plain
strain compression of solid steel and semi-solid steel was
studied using Gleeble HDS-V40 CC-DR and semi-solid simulator. The effect of compression temperature on inclusion
deformation was discussed.

2.

Methodology

Steel samples of 160 mm  10 mm  25 mm size were cut from
the slab of a pipeline steel. Main compositions of the steel are
listed in Table 1. Gleeble HDS-V40 thermomechanical simulator was used for direct resistance heating and plain strain
compression trials. Three tests were carried out in a vacuum
of 5  103 mbar. Thermocouples were connected to the surface of each steel sample at the midpoint of its length. Steel
samples were clamped and water cooled at both ends, while
the center part was heated to the target temperature under
the control of the thermocouple. The layout is shown in Fig. 1.
The experimental scheme is listed in Table 2. Samples
were heated to 1473 K, 1673 K, and 1723 K, respectively at the
rate of 5 K/s, and held for 2 min before compression, which
was followed by a rapid cooling.
The high temperature zone was limited near the midpoint
of the sample length. Therefore, small cuboids of metallographic samples were cut from the center of the samples
after-deformation, as shown in Fig. 2. Metallographic samples
were mounted, ground, and polished. An automated scanning
electron microscope was used for inclusion analysis,
concentrating on the dash area, which was 3 mm in width and
roughly 8 mm along sample thickness, as shown in Fig. 2. The
accelerating voltage was 15 kV and the minimum size of
detected inclusions was set as 2 mm. The output of element

Table 1 e Chemical composition of the steel (wt %).
C
0.073

Si

Mn

P

S

Als

Ca

Mg

T.O

0.18

1.48

0.0082

0.0014

0.021

0.0008

0.0003

0.0019
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Table 2 e Experimental scheme.
Sample Temperature
(K)
A1473 K
B-1673 K
C1723 K

Holding
time (s)

Reduction Strain rate
(%)
(s1)

1473

120

20%

5

1673
1723

120
120

20%
20%

5
5

inclusion was higher than MgO content, it was plotted in the
triangle of CaOeCaSeAl2O3, otherwise in the triangle of
CaOeAl2O3eMgO. The average composition of inclusions in
the slab, which was 60.62%Al2O3e16.10%CaOe10.27%
MgOe13.01%CaS, was plot as a red star in Fig. 4. Inclusions
were near-spherical before the deformation with an average
aspect ratio of 1.28.
The aspect ratio distribution of inclusions in steel samples

Fig. 2 e Sampling of metallographic sample.
contents was transformed into weight percentage of compounds according to the preliminary observation of inclusions. Another metallographic sample was cut from
original slab of pipeline steel as the baseline for the comparison of inclusion deformation.

3.

Inclusions in the steel after deformation

3.1.

Deformation of inclusions

The elemental mapping of a typical inclusion in the original
slab is shown in Fig. 3. Inclusions were Al2O3eMgOeCaO, with
a little bit CaS on the surface. Inclusions in the slab were
plotted in CaOeCaSeAl2O3eMgO phase diagrams as shown in
Fig. 4. Each dot represented an inclusion. If the CaS content of

after deformation is shown in Fig. 5. Each dot represented an
inclusion particle. The aspect ratio of each inclusion was
denoted by the size of dot. There was no obvious difference
along the thickness or width of each steel sample. The size of
circles in Fig. 5(a) was larger than (b) and (c), indicating a larger
deformation of inclusions at 1473 K. The average aspect ratio
of inclusions increased from 1.28 in the original slab to 2.23 in
the steel sample deformed at 1473 K, while the average aspect
ratios of inclusions were 1.32 and 1.35 in steel samples
deformed at 1673 K and 1723 K, respectively.

3.2.

Composition of inclusions

Inclusions were plotted in CaOeCaSeAl2O3eMgO phase diagrams as shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6(a), the average composition of inclusions in the steel sample deformed at 1473 K

Fig. 3 e Morphology and elemental mapping of inclusions in the original slab.
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Fig. 4 e Distribution of inclusion composition in the original slab.
was
60.59%Al2O3e13.03%CaOe12.74%MgOe13.63%CaS,
which was close to the composition of inclusions in the
original slab. The transformation of inclusions from CaO to
CaS in the solid steel took place during the heating time of
2 min [17]. The CaS content of inclusions was 0.62% higher,
while CaO content decreased by 3.07%. For the steel sample
deformed at 1673 K, the red star moved further away from
the CaO corner to the CaS corner in the CaOeCaSeAl2O3eMgO phase diagram as shown in Fig. 6(b). The average
composition of inclusions in the steel sample was 59.69%
Al2O3e7.04%CaOe11.51%MgOe21.76%CaS, indicating that
the transformation of inclusions from CaO to CaS was promoted by the increase of temperature from 1473 K to 1673 K.
In the steel sample deformed at 1723 K, the average
composition of inclusions was 68.26%Al2O3e22.56%
CaOe6.68%MgOe2.5%CaS. It implied that the transformation

of inclusions at 1723 K was totally different from the ones at
1473 K and 1673 K.
The elemental mapping of typical inclusions in each
sample is shown in Fig. 7. Inclusions after deformation were
still ellipsoids. There were MgO$Al2O3 phase, Al2O3eCaO(MgO) phase, and various amounts of CaS$phase in inclusions.
The CaS outer layer wrapped the oxide core phase. The content of CaS phase in Fig. 7(b) was higher than that in Fig. 7(a),
which was almost equal to that in Fig. 3. For Fig. 7(c), there was
little CaS content in inclusions in the steel sample deformed at
1723 K. It was consistent with the average compositions
shown in Fig. 6.
The number density and average equivalent diameter of
inclusions in samples after deformation at 1473 K, 1673 K and
1723 K are shown in Fig. 8. There was not much difference in
the number and the size of inclusions among these samples,

Fig. 5 e Aspect ratio distribution of inclusions deformed at the temperature of (a) 1473 K, (b) 1673 K, (c) 1723 K.
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Fig. 6 e Distribution of inclusions in steel samples deformed at the temperature of (a) 1473 K, (b) 1673 K, (c) 1723 K.
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Fig. 7 e Morphology and elemental mapping of inclusions in samples deformed at the temperature of (a) 1473 K, (b) 1673 K,
(c) 1723 K.
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Fig. 9 e Relationship between the inclusion deformation
and the composition transformation.
implied that the aspect ratio of inclusions decreased with an
increase in the transformation ratio from CaO to CaS. However, as the deformation temperature further increased to
1723 K, there was no such relationship between the aspect
ratio and the composition change. Though reverse transformation between CaO and CaS was more severe, the aspect
ratios of inclusions in steel samples deformed at 1673 K and
1723 K were almost the same.

4.
Thermodynamics of the inclusion
transformation

Fig. 8 e Number density and average diameter of
inclusions in samples after deformation. (a) number
density, (b) average equivalent diameter.
indicating that the change of the inclusion composition was
mainly caused by the transformation of the original inclusions
instead of the precipitation of new inclusions at the soaking
temperature. The decrease of average equivalent diameter of
inclusions in steel samples deformed at 1473 K was probably
due to higher aspect ratio.

3.3.
Relationship between the inclusion deformation and
the composition transformation
The variations of inclusion composition and aspect ratio with
deformation temperatures are shown in Fig. 9. When the
deformation temperature increased from 1473 K to 1673 K, the
aspect ratio of inclusions decreased. While for inclusion
compositions, the CaS content increased, CaO content
decreased, the contents of Al2O3 and MgO hardly changed. It

Thermodynamic calculation of the inclusion transformation
was preformed using the thermodynamic software FactSage
7.0 with databases of FactPS, FToxide, and FSstel. The amount
of inclusion phases and the composition of inclusions during
the solidification and cooling processes of the steel are shown
in Fig. 10(a) and (b). Components in Fig. 10(a) were normalized
in Fig. 10(b) without consideration of MnS. At the steelmaking
temperature, inclusions were liquid calcium aluminate and
solid spinel in the molten steel. As the temperature decreased
during the solidification of the steel, the liquid phase of inclusion changed to solid phases of CaO$2Al2O3, MgO$Al2O3,
and CaS at the temperature between liquidus and solidus of
the steel. During further cooling process, CaO$2MgO$8Al2O3
and CaS phases precipitated, while the amount of MgO$Al2O3
phase decreased. Inclusions changed from Al2O3eCaOeMgO
to Al2O3eCaSeCaOeMgO. The equilibrium compositions of
inclusions at 1473 K, 1673 K, and 1723 K were 65.06%
Al2O3e3.80%CaOe9.22%MgOe21.91%CaS, 65.05%Al2O3e3.80%
CaOe9.24%MgOe21.92%CaS,
and
64.79%Al2O3e10.86%
CaOe9.90%MgOe14.46%CaS, respectively. The equilibrium
compositions of inclusions at 1473 K and 1673 K were almost
the same, since the inclusion composition was nearly constant under 1704 K. Only the equilibrium composition of inclusions at 1673 K agreed with the detected values. There was
quite a difference between the measured and calculated
compositions since the equilibrium was hardly reached during experiments in the current study.
It should be noticed that the actual temperature in the
center of the sample was higher than the value detected by
the thermocouple, which was connected to the surface of the
steel sample. Shrinkage cavities, which indicated the
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Fig. 10 e Inclusion transformation during solidification and cooling process of the steel as a function of temperature(a)
phase, (b) composition.
formation of a semi-solid zone, were observed in the center of
the steel sample heated up to 1723 K without deformation.
Moreover, based on the thermodynamic calculation, the CaS
phase precipitated in inclusions at the temperature under

1760 K. Therefore, for the deformation experiment at 1723 K,
the actual temperature in the center of the sample was between 1760 K and liquidus (1796 K). The equilibrium composition at 1760 K in Fig. 10 was 64.01%Al2O3e24.75%
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Fig. 11 e Equilibrated sulfur content in steel matrix.

Fig. 12 e Variation of inclusion composition with time.
CaOe10.88%MgOe0.36%CaS, which was close to the detected
value of 68.26%Al2O3e22.56%CaOe6.68%MgOe2.5%CaS. Calcium aluminate inclusions are much softer than the inclusions of MgO$Al2O3 wrapped by a thick hard shell of CaS
phase. Better deformation performances and lower crack
incidence will be exhibited in the following sequence of hot or
cold rolling process at a lower temperature [19].

Fig. 13 e Variation of transformation ratio of CaS in
inclusions with time (a) 1473 K, (b) 1673 K.

Details of the kinetic model is presented in a previous study
[20].
3x(Al2O3) þ 3y(CaO) þ 2(y  z)[Al] þ 3z[Mg] þ 3y[S] ¼ (3x þ y  z)
(Al2O3) þ 3z(MgO) þ 3y(CaS)
(1)
dm ½%ibulk  ½%iint
¼
4pDrrsteel
dt
100

5.

Kinetics of the inclusion transformation

A kinetic model of inclusion transformation during the solidification and cooling processes was developed to calculate
the dynamic transformation of inclusion compositions at
1473 K and 1673 K. The transformation of inclusions in the
sample deformed at 1723 K was not calculated due to the
formation of semi-solid zone and inaccuracy of the temperature. It was assumed that the rate of inclusion transformation
was controlled by the element diffusion between the steel
matrix and inclusions, and local equilibrium was achieved at
the steeleinclusion interface. The main reaction between inclusions and the steel matrix is presented by Eq. (1). The
diffusion rate of Al, Mg, Ca, S, and O is shown by Eq. (2).

(2)

where [%i] is the mass percentage of element; D is the diffusivity, m2/s; r is the radius of the inclusion, m; and rsteel is the
density of the steel matrix, kg/m3.
The equilibrated sulfur content in the steel matrix at
various temperatures calculated by FactSage 7.0 is shown in
Fig. 11. The sulfur content in the steel matrix was below
3.33 ppm when the temperature was under 1473 K. Therefore, the heating process under 1473 K was neglected in the
kinetic calculation. For the sample deformed at 1473 K, the
total time of the inclusion transformation was 120 s. The
total time for the sample deformed at 1673 K was the sum
of time for the temperature increased from 1473 K to
1673 K at a rate of 5 K/s and the holding time of 120 s at
1673 K.
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while the CaS content changed inversely. Contents of Al2O3
and MgO in inclusions changed slightly. However, the transformation rate from CaO to CaS at 1673 K was much faster
than that at 1473 K, especially after the temperature at sample
surface reaching 1673 K. The calculated composition of inclusions was 60.23%Al2O3e16.70%CaOe10.71%MgOe12.36%
CaS after holding at 1473 K for 120 s, while it was 59.69%
Al2O3e13.39%CaOe10.62%MgOe16.31%CaS after the temperature was increased to 1673 K and held for 120 s. The detected
average composition of inclusions was plotted in Fig. 12 as
scatters with different colors and shapes. It was noted that the
detected content of CaS in inclusions was a little bit higher
than the calculated result at 1673 K, while CaO content was
lower. It was probably because the actual temperatures in the
middle of steel samples were higher than the values detected
by the thermocouple connected to the surface. Generally, the
composition of inclusions agreed well between kinetic calculated results and detected values.
Fig. 13 shows the variation of the transformation ratio of
CaS in inclusions with time in steel samples deformed at
1473 K and 1673 K. Transformation from CaO to CaS was
completed by 38.28% after soaking at 1473 K for 120 s. It
increased to 50.50% at 120 s after the temperature was
increased to 1673 K.

6.

Fig. 14 e Stressestrain curves during deformation at (a)
1473 K, (b) 1673 K, (c) 1723 K.
The variation of inclusion composition with time in steel
samples deformed at 1673 K and 1473 K was calculated, as
shown in Fig. 12 by solid and dash lines. At both 1473 K and
1673 K, the CaO content of inclusions decreased with time,

Mechanism of the inclusion deformation

The aspect ratio of inclusions after deformation was decided
by strain partitioning, which was caused by the difference of
hardness between the inclusion phase and the steel phase
[1,21]. For the hardness of the steel matrix, the stressestrain
curves during the plain strain deformations are shown in
Fig. 14. The stress under the same strain decreased with an
increase in soaking temperature, indicating that steel samples
got softer under higher heating temperature during the
deformation.
Inclusions consisted of MgO$Al2O3 phase, Al2O3eCaO(MgO) phase, and CaS$phase. The melting point of MgO$Al2O3
is 2523 K, while it is 2673 K for CaS. The melting point of calcium aluminates was calculated using FactSage 7.0 based on
the detected inclusion composition. It showed that the
melting point of calcium aluminate phase in the steel sample
deformed at 1673 K was 117 K higher than that in the steel
sample deformed at 1473 K, but much lower than those of
MgO$Al2O3 phase and CaS phase. Generally, inclusion phases
with higher melting points tend to exhibit higher hardness
[22]. Therefore, combined with the difference of CaS layer
thickness and the hardness of the steel matrix, the difference
in the amount of deformation of inclusions in steel samples is
proposed in Fig. 15.
The summation of the strains of the inclusion phase and
the steel matrix, represented by the shaded area in the lower
part of Fig. 15, were equal among samples deformed at
different temperature under the same condition of reduction.
In the current study, the hardness of the steel matrix
decreased with increasing temperature. The size and the
MgO$Al2O3 content of inclusions were similar among samples.
When steel samples were deformed in the solid state, the
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Fig. 15 e Deformation mechanism of inclusions in the steel.

thickness of hard CaS outer layer increased with temperature
due to the higher equilibrium content of sulfur and diffusion
rate of elements. Therefore, the difference between the steel
phase and the inclusion phase was larger in steel sample
deformed at 1673 K than that deformed at 1473 K due to the
harder inclusion phase and softer steel phase at 1673 K. More
strain concentrated on the soft phase than the hard phase
[23]. The total strain of the inclusion phase, which was the
sum of MgO$Al2O3 phase, Al2O3eCaOe(MgO) phase, and
CaS$phase, decreased with temperature, shown by dark color
in the lower part of Fig. 15. For the deformation in the semisolid steel, although the calcium aluminate inclusion phase
was softer than those in the other two solid samples, the
hardness of semi-solid steel phase was also much lower. The
small difference of hardness between the soft inclusion phase
and the soft steel matrix resulted in a low aspect ratio of inclusions in semi-solid steel after deformation. Due to the
small reduction of 20%, high temperatures during compression and the temperature control mechanism of the operation
system, the influence of the deformation on transformations
of inclusion composition and steel phase was neglectable.

7.

Conclusions

In the current study, deformation of inclusions in the solid
pipeline steel at 1473 K, 1673 K, as well as in the semi-solid
steel were studied by experiments, thermodynamic analysis,
and kinetic calculation. The following conclusions were
derived:
(1) Inclusions were Al2O3eMgOeCaOeCaS in the original
slab with an average aspect ratio of 1.28. After deformation, the average aspect ratio of inclusions increased
to 2.23, 1.32 and 1.35 in steel samples deformed at
1473 K, 1673 K and 1723 K respectively.

(2) The CaO in inclusions transformed into CaS in solid
steel samples between 1473 K and 1673 K. The transformation rate of inclusions increased with temperature due to an increase in the thermodynamic
equilibrium content of sulfur and diffusion rate of elements at higher temperatures. Inclusions in the steel
sample deformed at a detected surface temperature of
1723 K was Al2O3eCaOe(MgO) with little CaS, since the
thermodynamic calculated results showed that CaS can
hardly formed in the liquid steel.
(3) For the deformation in the solid steel at the temperature
below 1673 K, the thickness of the precipitated hard
phase CaS increased with temperature, while the
hardness of the steel matrix decreased. The larger
hardness difference between inclusions and the steel
matrix led to a higher aspect ratio of inclusions after
deformation. For the deformation in the semi-solid
steel, the hardness difference between the soft inclusion phase and the soft steel matrix was small, which
resulted in a low inclusion aspect ratio.
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